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Serrated Blades

Posted by wmarq9237 - 17 Aug 2012 18:05
_____________________________________

I need some HELP, I'm a wicked edge owner & sharpen knives at farmers markets. I'm getting asked
more and more about sharpening serrated knives. Finding good info on the net is a joke. Can anyone
help which tools are best, the proper way to remove the burr. Any info would be greatly appreciated.
============================================================================

Re: Serrated Blades

Posted by zig - 24 Aug 2012 19:23
_____________________________________

Great post REK!

I've been using paper wheels ofr things and just about to reprofile a few 1/4's for serrated's.

Side note, I've been playing with Spiral wheels and rogue also.
Some trial and error, found I can run a blade with white rogue across a not too ruined blade, on the
corner edge, and the right rogue can make a bur and get in the scallops.
Something to think about.

Bur fully develops due to the rogue. I was really surprised but know the teeth are a bit compromised.
Down side ... it makes a large polish, and if the blade is satin, like normal bread knives, you get a 2 tone.
Gonna try a Sisal and see if it works to keep the polish down. Also have seen strange
&quot;flapper&quot;?? type wheels, they may work and get in.

But it works. Got a police Spydie push cut and no real abuse to the original blade, but its a high polish
blade.
I'm gonna profile my 1/4 papers for say bread knives like Henkles soon.
I have a few knives with scallops that need a rebuild.
Question is time and $ ... is it worth it? Gonna play and see.

Again great post and info.
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Also, have heard a rumor, not to take away from anything WEPS, that a scissor sharpener out there can
be moded to take a paper wheel and using the set arm, do the same with more precision than freehand,
but do not have that piece of equip.

Live and learn and expand is the way to success.
============================================================================
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